English for
Tourism

Communicating confidently in English for students in the
hospitality, travel and tourism industries. Each level offers
both speaking and writing components – however, each
component is also available as a standalone qualification
for students who are looking to improve specific skills.

Level 1

Level 2

Who it’s for
Students who want to be able to communicate in
English in a practical way at a basic level.

Who it’s for
Students who want to be able to communicate effectively in
English at a supervisory level.

Students should currently have a general English
proficiency equivalent to the Council of Europe’s
Waystage Level (A2). They should be able to use
travel and tourism related vocabulary including
idioms and expressions.

Students should currently have a general English proficiency
equivalent to the Council of Europe’s Threshold Level (B1).
They should be able to use language and terminology
specific to the travel and tourism industry.

What it covers
• Writing & reading and speaking & listening
• Processing tourism related information
• Vocabulary around: holiday, accommodation and
methods of travel

What it covers
• Writing & reading and speaking & listening
• Writing letters, memos, faxes
• Understanding brochures, leaflets, advertisements, and
announcements
• Planning tour commentaries and itineraries
• Calculating passenger numbers/requirements and costs
• Speaking about holiday, accommodation types and
methods of travel

Book now to find out more at www.lcci.org.uk or email pltsupport@pearson.com

About LCCI International Qualifications
Pearson offers LCCI International Qualifications through
a growing network of over 4,000 centres, supported by
extensive learning resources and easy online administration.
Tests are taken in over 80 countries each year and over
500,000 qualifications are awarded across the globe.

How will your students benefit?
What we offer

Key benefits

On demand examinations availability

Flexible – organise the exams around students’ needs

LCCI brand established for over 100 years in over 80
countries

Internationally recognised certificates provide your students
with global marketability

Comprehensive range of qualifications and subject areas

Students can use these as either stand-alone qualifications
or as preparation for higher learning

Available at a range of levels

Suitable for students of all ages and experience. Progression
routes to higher education and employment available

Online registration

Quick, easy to administer and hassle free

Responsive service

Quick results turnaround

Supported by extensive learning resources including
textbooks, practice tests and comprehensive
downloadable materials

Confidently prepares students for LCCI examinations

International recognition
• Universities
• Chambers of commerce
• Employers
• Professional bodies
• Governments
• Employment offices
• Schools
• Trade unions
• Civil Service
For out more about LCCI’s international recognition at:
www.lcci.org.uk.

Local Contact:

More information
For more information,
contact PLT Support
Email: pltsupport@pearson.com
Website: www.lcci.org.uk

